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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2022 

ENGLISH 

(Honours) 

EIGHTH PAPER 

Full Marks: 80 

Time:3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

for the questions

Answer two questions cach from Unit-1, Unit-I and 

Unit-I1, and Unit-IV is compulsory 

Candidates are required to giue their answers in their 

oun words as far as practicable 

UNIT-I 

What is Aristotle's concept of peripetia'? 
Discuss, according to Aristotle, the relative 
importance of plot and characters in tragedy 

2+4+4-10 

2. What does Longinus say about Sublime 
How did his concept influence the later 

64-10 generations? 

22M/997 Turn Oer) 



Phoe nix 

(3) 

2 

What is the literary significance of Preface to Lyrical Ballads ? When was it first published? What, according to Wordsworth, is the function of poetry? 
10. Jouney to the Interior by Margaret Atwood 

presents a multi-dimensional exploration of 
the concept of journey. Discuss. 4+1+5-10 4. What does Coleridge say about primary and secondary imagination? How, according to Coleridge, is imagination different from 

11. Who is the protagonist in the short story 
A Worn Path? What is the purpose of her 

journey? Briefly describe how she overcomes 

the obstacles on her way enriches her 

destination. 

fancy? 
6+4-10 

2+2+6-10 
UNIT-II 

12. A. D. Hope has drawn a negative image of 

Australia in his poem, Australia Discuss. 
Arnold says, Poetry is the criticism of life. 
Justiy the statement. 

UNTT 6. Who wrote Tradition and Indiidual Talent 
and when? How does it affect our thinking Write the substance of any one of the following and 

add a critical note: 
about literature? 2+8-10 14+6-20 

T What, according to Eliot, are the functions 
and qualifications of a critic

13. These hearts were woven of human joys 
and cares, 

5+5-10 

Washed marvellously with sorrow, swift 
to mirth. 

&Discuss briefly about Eliot'a views on the 
Romantlc School Poetry. Comment on his 

theory of impersonality of poetr 5+5 10 The years had given them kindnes 
Dawn was theira. 

And sunset, and the colours af the earth. UNIT-IH 
These had seen movement, and heard 

music; cnown Who wrote the poem, A Par Cry from Africa? 
at doe Kilcuyu' refer to in the poem? 
omment on the poems tonea 

Slumber and waking loved; gone 
proudly iriended; 

Felt the quick atir of wonder; sat alone; ambinat ation ol conhusion, anger and lament 

1*27-10 
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They lead us to forget horw heavily the pat 
ahead is obscured tby og, ho tinite are the 
number of directions which the course of 

Touched Nowers and furs and cheeks. 

Al this is ended. 

There are waters blown by changing winds 

laughter 
And it by the rich skies, all day. And after, 

Frost, with a gesture, staya the waves 

events nay take. The autotiographer. 

inviting judgnent, may attempt to control the 

reader's response party by demonstrating 

the inevitability of the happening that have 
made him: inviting judgnent, he thus 

simultaneously disclaims responsibility. He 
makes every effort to preclude the possibility 

of final negative judgment. Even Coper 
naisting on his inadequacy and sinfulness, 

reminds us that his chrorcie o 
salvation and that his Painhil 

that dance 

And wandering loveliness. He leaves a white 
Unbroken glory, a gathered radiance, 
A width, a shining peace, under the right. 

1 Autobiography. from its writer's point of 

new, mpies curious expectations. The 

autobiographer ofen himselr, his life, his 

story, 1or luminauon, entertainment and stnuggle partly selfjustilying through its 
very painhas eventuated in acceptance oy 

Judgment. He assumes, and assumes the 

reader wilassume, thata person can be 

known through his story. The rhetonc o 
eighteenth-cenury utoblographies, o 

course, refers to history rather than story, 

God. How can mere mortals presume to 

oPpose divine judgment coley Cibber, 

revealing hmself a fool (in a fashion hat 
foretells .much wentieth-century 

emphanuang the record uteral tnuth and 

Lnplynng its relatuve lack of artificial shaping. 

But the role of the writer in setting dowm his 

Lue involsves more than memory and 

autobiography in which the rarmator 

insistently proclaims his sins and folies, 
demand approval for his sel-revelation. The 

reader wbo ahares Popes contemptuous 

assessment, or Flekding', does so only by 
forcibly rejecting the aaumptions Cibber 
nvtes him to acept: assumptions about 

our comman humanity, common foly, and 

bout the arogance of any claim to morl 

Buperiority.

chronoio, as Gibbons false starts indicate; 

the historian like the fictionist forms his 

record to reveal the meaning he wishes to 

umpart.nowing what was to happen after 
dhe eventa which they Are chronicling.
hastonane nearby alway make it to inevitabie 
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TDP (Honours) 6th Semester Exam., 2022 

ENGLISH 

(Honours) 

SEVENTH PAPER 

Full Marks: 80 

Time: 3 hours 

The figures in the hiargin indicate full marks 
Jor the questions 

Answer eight questions, taking two from each Unit 

Candidates are requirea to gwve their answers in their 
own words as jar as practicable 

UNIT-I 
the contribution of the 1. Write 

re-independenc women novelists in the 
development oinalan English novel. 10 

2.Write a note contribution of any two omen poets in Indian English poetry. 
5+5-10 

3. Brieily write a note, on Rabindranath Tagore as a playwright. 

10 OSHOTON REDMI Ya 
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ke an assessment of the worka or 

n Mohan Roy and Hery Luis VIv 
Derozio. 

5+5-10 

5. Write bricly on the contribut1o 
of Amitav 

10 
Ghosh or Nissim Ezckiel 

UNIT-II 

Bring out the Indiannesa in the poem, The 

Night of the Scorpion by Nissim Ezelkiel. 10 

T.Write a critical note on the poem, An 

Introduction 10 

8. What is the theme of the poem, Our 

Casuarina Tree P Why does the poet miss her 

native place? What does she remember about 
her own native place? 5+2+3-10 

9. Comment on Sarojini Naidu's use of imagery 
in y You Call Me. 10 

10. In The Guide, was Rosie responsible for all 

the mishappening upon Rajur How? Discusss 

4+6-10 the character of Roste. 

11. Is Raju a transformed man by the end of the 

novel? How do Velan act as a major 

accessory to Raju's transformation? 2+8-10 

(Continued) 22M/996 
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UNIT 

12/ Who is Sudha? what is her role in the life of 

Amal? Write the significance of the title, 

The Post Office. 
2+3+5-10 

13. Give a character sketch of Madhav in The 

Post Office. 
10 

14. How does Mahesh Dattani present the socio- 

political issues inhis play, Final Solutions? 10 

15. Who is Lilia? How did she know Mr. Pirzada? 

Why was she scolded by her teacher one 

day? Briefly comment on the character of 
1+2+2+5-10 

Lilia. 

16/ Discuss the major theme of the short story, 

Love Across the Salt Deser 
10 

UNIT-IVV 

17. (a) DiscussA Poem for Mother as a per 
poem of Robin S. Ngangom. 

al 
10 

Or 
of 

(b) What is Hokutwisa? Discuss the 248-10 
the poen; Dawn at Hokutuwisa 

SHOTON REDMI Y3 
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18. Write the summary and 'critically estimate any one of the poems: 10 
(a) The Old Story Teller 
b) Letter from Pahambir 
(c) The Sorrow of Women 

19, Who was Mr. Bezboruah? What social stigmas did Rukmini face in spite ot belonging to the upper strata of the society? Discuss the turmoil in the relation of both the major characters. 

2+3+5-10 
20, What are the different types of exploitation mentioned in the short story, The Joumey? Briely discuss them. 

10 

21. Who wrote the short story, The Last Song? What did Apenyo's mother do for a living? What happened to Apenyo and her mother 
on that fateful day? Describe in short the 
incident and the fate ot botn the mother and 

1+2+3+4-10 the daughter. 

22. Discuss The Hunt as a short story. Why did 

the doctor weep at the end of the story? 
6+4-10 
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